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This book serves as a succinct resource on the cognitive requirements of reading. It provides a coherent, overall view of reading
and learning to read, and does so in a relatively sparse fashion that supports retention. The initial sections of the book describe the
cognitive structure of reading and the cognitive foundation upon which that structure is built. This is followed by discussions of how
an understanding of these cognitive requirements can be used in practice with standards, assessments, curriculum and
instruction, to advance the teaching of reading and the delivery of interventions for students who encounter difficulties along the
way. The book focuses on reading in English as its exemplar, but shows how its framework can be adapted to understand the
broad cognitive requirements for reading and learning to read in any phonologically-based orthography. It provides a way for
reading professionals to think about reading and its development and gives them mechanisms that, coupled with such
understanding, will help them link what children must know to become strong readers to what teaching can best provide through
the competent use of available tools. In this way, the book will help reading professionals be both efficient and effective in what
they provide all their students and be much better equipped to support those students who struggle to learn to read.
This volume investigates the interconnections between language and literacy in terms of the structures of language as well as the
linguistic contexts of literacy. The work for this book was generated in order to focus on studies of the acquisition and impact of
literacy on traditional assertions of linguistic analysts. The contributors show that claims regarding descriptions of the linguistic
competence of native speakers contain phonemic, morphemic, and sentential constructs applicable only to literate language users.
They also suggest that syntactic formalities -- elements lacking extensional reference -- are unlikely in the absence of literacy, and
that the notions of "sentencehood" and syntactic well-formedness are functions of literacy. Finally, the book reviews the basic
notions of literary relativity and the role of literacy in communication and civilization.
This book presents state-of-the-science research on the components of successful literacy learning and how to target them in
contemporary classrooms. The volume builds on and extends the work of Steven Stahl, whose pioneering contributions
encompassed the key areas of phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, comprehension, and assessment. Ten classic
papers by Stahl are accompanied by 16 new chapters by other leading experts, who highlight Stahl's theoretical, methodological,
and instructional innovations; describe how knowledge about each domain continues to evolve; and discuss implications for
helping all children become better readers.
This highly regarded teacher resource synthesizes the research base on word recognition and translates it into step-by-step
instructional strategies, with special attention to students who are struggling. Chapters follow the stages through which students
progress as they work toward skilled reading of words. Presented are practical, evidence-based techniques and activities that
target letter- sound pairings, decoding and blending, sight words, multisyllabic words, and fluency. Ideal for use in primary-grade
classrooms, the book also offers specific guidance for working with older children who are having difficulties. Reproducible
assessment tools and word lists can be downloaded and printed in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size. New to This Edition
*Incorporates the latest research on word recognition and its connections to vocabulary, reading fluency, and comprehension.
*Chapter on morphological (meaning-based) instruction. *Chapter on English language learners. *Instructive "Try This" activities at
the end of each chapter for teacher study groups and professional development.
Special education is now an established part of public education in the United States—by law and by custom. However, it is still
widely misunderstood and continues to be dogged by controversies related to such things as categorization, grouping,
assessment, placement, funding, instruction, and a variety of legal issues. The purpose of this 13-part, 57-chapter handbook is to
help profile and bring greater clarity to this sprawling and growing field. To ensure consistency across the volume, chapter authors
review and integrate existing research, identify strengths and weaknesses, note gaps in the literature, and discuss implications for
practice and future research. Key features include: Comprehensive Coverage—Fifty-seven chapters cover all aspects of special
education in the United States including cultural and international comparisons. Issues & Trends—In addition to synthesizing
empirical findings and providing a critical analysis of the status and direction of current research, chapter authors discuss issues
related to practice and reflect on trends in thinking. Categorical Chapters—In order to provide a comprehensive and comparative
treatment of the twelve categorical chapters in section IV, chapter authors were asked to follow a consistent outline: Definition,
Causal Factors, Identification, Behavioral Characteristics, Assessment, Educational Programming, and Trends and Issues.
Expertise—Edited by two of the most accomplished scholars in special education, chapter authors include a carefully chosen
mixture of established and rising young stars in the field. This book is an appropriate reference volume for anyone (researchers,
scholars, graduate students, practitioners, policy makers, and parents) interested in the state of special education today: its
research base, current issues and practices, and future trends. It is also appropriate as a textbook for graduate level courses in
special education.
First Published in 1995. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
This is the first research handbook to address all dimensions of diversity that have an impact on literacy achievement. Leading
experts examine how teaching and learning intersect with cultural and language differences and socioeconomic disparities in
today's increasingly diverse schools and communities. The volume weaves compelling research findings together with theory,
policy considerations, and discussions of exemplary instructional practices. It offers fresh perspectives on such topics as family
literacy, multiliteracies, drawing on cultural resources in the classroom, factors that promote success in high-poverty schools,
equity issues, and ways to teach specific literacy skills. The concluding section provides crucial recommendations for teacher
preparation and professional development.
The chapters in this volume are based on presentations made at a recent conference on cognitive and linguistic foundations of
reading acquisition. The researchers who participated have all made contributions to the theoretical and empirical understanding
of how children learn to read. They were asked to address not only what they have learned from their research, but also to discuss
unsolved problems. This dialogue prompted numerous questions of both a theoretical and applied nature, generated heated
debate, and fueled optimism about the important gains that have been made in the scientific understanding of the reading process,
especially of the critical role played by phonological abilities.
Reading Development and Difficulties is a comprehensive and balanced introduction to the development of the two core aspects of reading:
good word reading skills and the ability to extract the overall meaning of a text. Unique in its balanced coverage of both word reading and
reading comprehension development, this book is an essential resource for undergraduates studying literacy acquisition Offers wide
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coverage of the subject and discusses both typical development and the development of difficulties in reading Accessibly written for students
and professionals with no previous background in reading development or reading difficulties Provides a detailed examination of the specific
problems that underlie reading difficulties
ASSESSING AND DIFFERENTIATING READING & WRITING DISORDERS: A MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODEL provides a framework for
differentiating among various types of reading and writing disorders in order to assist the practitioner in establishing a differential diagnosis.
This text introduces a multidimensional model that can be used to create profiles of a learner's strengths and weaknesses using 10 skill
domains associated with reading and writing. Samples profiles for preschool and school-age children include assessment protocols,
diagnostic reports, and treatment plans. A synopsis of relevant literature related to the relationships between spoken and written language,
and the best predictors of reading achievement, along with a chapter devoted to counseling and intervention round out the text to provide a
complete roadmap for evaluating the weaknesses and strengths in children who have reading and writing difficulties. Professionals who test
children for reading and writing disorders and advanced students will find this text an essential tool. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Shares practical ideas for facilitating reading fluency in elementary school students, includes assessments, strategies, and word lists.
Now in its third edition, the Handbook of Research on Teaching the English Language Arts—sponsored by the International Reading
Association and the National Council of Teachers of English—offers an integrated perspective on the teaching of the English language arts
and a comprehensive overview of research in the field. Prominent scholars, researchers, and professional leaders provide historical and
theoretical perspectives about teaching the language arts focus on bodies of research that influence decision making within the teaching of
the language arts explore the environments for language arts teaching reflect on methods and materials for instruction Reflecting important
recent developments in the field, the Third Edition is restructured, updated, and includes many new contributors. More emphasis is given in
this edition to the learner, multiple texts, learning, and sharing one’s knowledge. A Companion Website, new for this edition, provides
PowerPoint® slides highlighting the main points of each chapter.
"The cognitive skill set known as metalinguistic awareness is an important component of reading ability. This guide for educators (K-6) scales
activities and teaching strategies to students' age, linguistic background, and individual strengths and challenges. It offers suggestions for
introducing metalinguistic concepts like phonological, semantic, and syntactic awareness with fun activities like games, songs, rhymes, and
riddles"-Fundamental to this book is an attempt to understand the nature of individual differences in word and nonword reading by connecting three
literatures that have developed largely in isolation from one another: the literatures on acquired dyslexia, difficulties in learning to read, and
precocious reading.
Current research increasingly highlights the role of early literacy in young children's development--and informs practices and policies that
promote success among diverse learners. The Handbook of Early Literacy Research presents cutting-edge knowledge on all aspects of
literacy learning in the early years. Volume 2 provides additional perspectives on important topics covered in Volume 1 and addresses critical
new topics: the transition to school, the teacher-child relationship, sociodramatic play, vocabulary development, neuroimaging work,
Vygotskian theory, findings from international studies, and more.
With contributions from leading international researchers, Contemporary Perspectives on Reading and Spelling offers a critique of current
thinking on the research literature into reading, reading comprehension and writing. Each paper in this volume provides an account of
empirical research that challenges aspects of accepted models and widely accepted theories about reading and spelling. This book develops
the argument for a need to incorporate less widely cited research into popular accounts of written language development and disability,
challenging the idea that the development of a universal theory of written language development is attainable. The arguments within the book
are explored in three parts: overarching debates in reading and spelling reading and spelling across languages written language difficulties
and approaches to teaching. Opening up the existing debates, and incorporating psychological theory and the politics surrounding the
teaching and learning of reading and spelling, this edited collection offers some challenging points for reflection about how the discipline of
psychology as a whole approaches the study of written language skills. Highlighting ground-breaking new perspectives, this book forms
essential reading for all researchers and practitioners with a focus on the development of reading and spelling skills.
The Science of Reading: A Handbook brings together state-of-the-art reviews of reading research from leading names in the field, to create a
highly authoritative, multidisciplinary overview of contemporary knowledge about reading and related skills. Provides comprehensive
coverage of the subject, including theoretical approaches, reading processes, stage models of reading, cross-linguistic studies of reading,
reading difficulties, the biology of reading, and reading instruction Divided into seven sections:Word Recognition Processes in Reading;
Learning to Read and Spell; Reading Comprehension; Reading in Different Languages; Disorders of Reading and Spelling; Biological Bases
of Reading; Teaching Reading Edited by well-respected senior figures in the field
The last 25 years have seen tremendous advances in the study of psychological processes in reading. Our growing body of knowledge on
the reading process and reading acquisition has applications to such important problems as the prevention of reading difficulties and the
identification of effective instructional practices. This volume summarizes the gains that have been made in key areas of reading research
and provides insights on current controversies and debates. The volume is divided into seven parts, with each part begininning with an
introductory chapter presenting findings on the topic at hand, followed by one or more classic papers from the author's research program.
Issues covered include phonological processes and context effects in reading, the "reading wars" and how they should be resolved, the
meaning of the term "dyslexia," and the cognitive effects and benefits of reading. --From publisher's description.
This distinctive cross-linguistic examination of spelling examines the cognitive processes that underlie spelling and the process of learning
how to spell. The chapters report and summarize recent research in English, German, Hebrew, and French. Framing the specific research on
spelling are chapters that place spelling in braod theoretical perspectives provided by cognitive neuroscience, psycholinguistic, and writing
system-linguistic frameworks. Of special interest is the focus on two major interrelated issues: how spelling is acquired and the relationship
between reading and spelling. An important dimension of the book is the interweaving of these basic questions about the nature of spelling
with practical questions about how children learn to spell in classrooms. A motivating factor in this work was to demonstrate that spelling
research has become a central challenging topic in the study of cognitive processes, rather than an isolated skill learned in school. It thus
brings together schooling and learning issues with modern cognitive research in a unique way. testing, children writing strings of letters as a
teacher pronounces words ever so clearly. In parts of the United States it can also bring an image of specialized wizardry and school room
competition, the "spelling bee." And for countless adults who confess with self-deprecation to being "terrible spellers," it is a reminder of a
mysterious but minor affliction that the fates have visited on them. Beneath these popular images, spelling is a human literacy ability that
reflects language and nonlanguage cognitive processes. This collection of papers presents a sample of contemporary research across
different languages that addresses this ability. To understand spelling as an interesting scientific problem, there are several important
perspectives. First, spelling is the use of conventionalized writing systems that encode languages. A second asks how children learn to spell.
Finally, from a literacy point of view, another asks the extent to which spelling and reading are related. In collecting some of the interesting
research on spelling, the editors have adopted each of these perspectives. Many of the papers themselves reflect more than one perspective,
and the reader will find important observations about orthographies, the relationship between spelling and reading, and issues of learning and
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teaching throughout the collection.
Research into reading development and reading disabilities has been dominated by phonologically guided theories for several decades. In
this volume, the authors of 11 chapters report on a wide array of current research topics, examining the scope, limits and implications of a
phonological theory. The chapters are organized in four sections. The first concerns the nature of the relations between script and speech
that make reading possible, considering how different theories of phonology may illuminate the implication of these relations for reading
development and skill. The second set of chapters focuses on phonological factors in reading acquisition that pertain to early language
development, effects of dialect, the role of instruction, and orthographic learning. The third section identifies factors beyond the phonological
that may influence success in learning to read by examining cognitive limitations that are sometimes co-morbid with reading disabilities,
contrasting the profiles of specific language impairment and dyslexia, and considering the impact of particular languages and orthographies
on language acquisition. Finally, in the fourth section, behavioral-genetic and neurological methods are used to further develop explanations
of reading differences and early literacy development. The volume is an essential resource for researchers interested in the cognitive
foundations of reading and literacy, language and communication disorders, or psycholinguistics; and those working in reading disabilities,
learning disabilities, special education, and the teaching of reading.
Facilitation of Generalization in a Standard Sight-word Reading ProgramSingle-word ReadingBehavioral and Biological PerspectivesTaylor &
Francis
On Reading Books to Children: Parents and Teachers brings together in one volume current research on adult book reading to children. The
authors, drawn from around the world, are key researchers and eminent scholars from the fields of reading and literacy, child language,
speech pathology, and psychology, representing multiple perspectives within these disciplines. Chapters on the effects and limitations of
book sharing are integrated with chapters discussing promising programs on storybook research. The reality of reading to children is more
complex than it appears on the surface. The authors discuss some effects of and suggestions for reading to children that have emerged from
the research. The ideas set forth in this volume will stimulate new lines of research on the effects of storybook reading, as well as refinements
of current methods, yielding findings that enrich our understanding of this important arena of literacy development.
From August 19-23 1996 an international expert meeting on problems and interventions in literacy development took place in Amsterdam.
The meeting was organized by Pieter Reitsma (Paedologisch Instituut - Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) and Ludo Verhoeven (University of
Nijmegen), and funded by the Dutch National Science Foundation. Various experts in the field of literacy problems from 12 countries attended
the meeting while presenting a paper based on current peESpectives and recent research. A selection of the papers being presented is now
integrated into a single academic reference, after being edited and updated. The editors wish to thank all contributors to this volume for
redrafting their original papers. The present volume aims to integrate recent research in field of literacy problems and interventions into a
single academic reference. The volume will capture the state of the art in the rapidly expanding field of literacy problems and interventions.
The target group of readers of this volume includes researchers and graduate students in language and literacy development. Moreover, the
book is of interest for practitioners working in the field of literacy problems. Pieter Reitsma and Ludo Verhoeven vii LIST OF
CONTRIBUTORS Peter Afflerbach - University of Maryland, 2304C Benjamin Building, College Park MD 20742, USA Jesus Alegria Universite Libre de Bruxelles, LAPSE CP 191, Avenue F. Roosevelt 50, B-1050 Bruxelles, Belgium Elisabeth Arnbak - Department of General
& Applied Linguistics, Njalsgade 80, DK-2300 Copenhagen, Denmark Janwillem Bast - Paedologisch Instituut-VU Amsterdam, Postbus 303,
1115 ZG Duivendrecht, The Netherlands.
This definitive volume is the result of collaboration by top scholars in the field of children's cognition. New edition offers an up-to-date
overview of all the major areas of importance in the field, and includes new data from cognitive neuroscience and new chapters on social
cognitive development and language Provides state-of-the-art summaries of current research by international specialists in different areas of
cognitive development Spans aspects of cognitive development from infancy to the onset of adolescence Includes chapters on symbolic
reasoning, pretend play, spatial development, abnormal cognitive development and current theoretical perspectives

The new edition of Dyslexia is written for parents of dyslexic children and the professionals who work with them, and provides
information on the role parents can play in supporting their dyslexic child. This updated edition contains new material and up-todate discussions of current research and programs. Empowers parents by providing them with strategies for dealing with a wide
range of concerns including dyspraxia and dyscalculia New sections cover post-school issues, the emotional needs of young
people with dyslexia and information on how parents can help at home Features information on some of the more popular
interventions for dyslexia, and critical evaluations of ‘alternative treatments’ Includes first–hand accounts of parents’ hopes,
successes and setbacks, and extensive lists of organizations and resources
"Addressing a key skill in reading, writing, and speaking, this comprehensive book is grounded in cutting-edge research on
vocabulary development. It presents evidence-based instructional approaches for at-risk students, including English language
learners and those with learning difficulties. Coverage ranges from storybook reading interventions for preschoolers to direct
instruction and independent word-learning strategies for older students. Guidance is provided on using word lists effectively and
understanding how word features influence learning. The book also reviews available vocabulary assessment tools and describes
how to implement them in a response-to-intervention framework"--Provided by publisher.
As the first title in the new series, New Directions in Communication Disorders Research: Integrative Approaches, this volume
discusses a unique phenomenon in cognitive science—single-word reading—which is an essential element in successful reading
competence. Single-word reading is an interdisciplinary area of research that incorporates phonological, orthographic, graphemic,
and semantic information in the representations suitable for the task demands of reading. Editors Elena L. Grigorenko and Adam
J. Naples have organized a collection of essays written by an outstanding group of scholars in order to systematically sample
research on this important topic, as well as to describe the research within different experimental paradigms. Single-Word Reading
provides an introduction to unfamiliar areas of research, and is an inspiration for future study. The introductory chapter sets up a
contextual stage for connections between spoken and written word processing, the stage-based nature of their development, and
the role of education. Succeeding chapters address visual word processing; the role of morphology in word recognition; the role of
lexical representation; the biological bases of single-word reading and related processes; and more. Reading researchers will take
interest in this substantial book, as will professionals and practitioners linked to the teaching of reading in the departments of
school psychology, special education, communication disorders, neuroscience, cognitive science, linguistics, and reading.
This volume includes chapters by a number of leading researchers in the area of reading and spelling development. They review
what is currently known about both normal and impaired development of decoding, comprehension, and spelling skills. They also
consider recent work on the remediation of reading and spelling difficulties in children and discuss effective remedial strategies.
The Handbook of Reading Research is the research handbook for the field. Each volume has come to define the field for the
period of time it covers. Volume IV brings the field authoritatively and comprehensively up-to-date.
Written for both in-service and trainee teachers, this title is a practical, up-to-date guide on how to teach children to read using
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synthetic phonics - the approach adopted in all schools in England from 2007. It describes several different approaches to
systematic phonics teaching, together with the rapid progress in word recognition ability that can result. The book also includes
case studies, advice on how to diagnose children's phonic skills, and how to locate and remediate their weaknesses. Further, it
also provides guidance on how teaching assistants can support the work of the classroom teacher.
First published in 1995. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Learning to read, and to spell are two of the most important cultural skills that must be acquired by children, and for that matter,
anyone learning a second language. We are not born with an innate ability to read. A reading system of mental representations
that enables us to read must be formed in the brain. Learning to read in alphabetic orthographies is the acquisition of such a
system, which links mental representations of visual symbols (letters) in print words, with pre-existing phonological (sound) and
semantic (comprehension) cognitive systems for language. Although spelling draws on the same representational knowledge base
and is usually correlated with reading, the acquisition processes involved are not quite the same. Spelling requires the sequential
production of letters in words, and at beginning levels there may not be a full degree of integration of phonology with its
representation by the orthography. Reading, on the other hand, requires only the recognition of a word for pronunciation. Hence,
spelling is more difficult than reading, and learning to spell may necessitate more complete representations, or more conscious
access to them. The learning processes that children use to acquire such cognitive systems in the brain, and whether these same
processes are universal across different languages and orthographies are central theoretical questions. Most children learn to read
and spell their language at the same time, thus the co-ordination of these two facets of literacy acquisition needs explication, as
well as the effect of different teaching approaches on acquisition. Lack of progress in either reading and/or spelling is also a major
issue of concern for parents and teachers necessitating a cross-disciplinary approach to the problem, encompassing major efforts
from researchers in neuroscience, cognitive science, experimental psychology, and education. The purpose of this Research
Topic is to summarize and review what has been accomplished so far, and to further explore these general issues. Contributions
from different perspectives are welcomed and could include theoretical, computational, and empirical works that focus on the
acquisition of literacy, including cross-orthographic research.
Despite the wealth of literature available on the subject of dyslexia, there is little that explores the subject beyond a single theoretical
framework. The need for a comprehensive review of the literature by both researchers and practitioners from different fields and theoretical
backgrounds is the central motivation behind Dyslexia, Reading and the Brain. By combining the existing fragmented and one-sided
accounts, Alan Beaton has created a sourcebook that provides the much-needed basis for a more integrated and holistic approach to
dyslexia.The book is divided into two sections: the first, The Cognitive Context, outlines the theoretical context of normal reading development
and introduces the role of phonological awareness and the relation between dyslexia and IQ. Section two, The Biological Context, provides
an explanation of the genetic background as well as exploring hormonal theories and the visual aspects of dyslexia. By including both
historical theories and some of the most recent developments, Dyslexia, Reading and the Brain succeeds in presenting the reader with a
balanced and unbiased overview of the current thinking and achieves a unique breadth and depth of coverage. The comprehensive coverage
and impartial approach mean that this sourcebook will prove an invaluable resource for anyone involved in study, research or practice in the
fields of reading and dyslexia.
Reading is a highly complex skill that is prerequisite to success in many societies in which a great deal of information is communicated in
written form. Since the 1970s, much has been learned about the reading process from research by cognitive psychologists. This book
summarizes that important work and puts it into a coherent framework. The book’s central theme is how readers go about extracting
information from the printed page and comprehending the text. Like its predecessor, this thoroughly updated 2nd Edition encompasses all
aspects of the psychology of reading with chapters on writing systems, word recognition, the work of the eyes during reading, inner speech,
sentence processing, discourse processing, learning to read, dyslexia, individual differences and speed reading. Psychology of Reading, 2nd
Edition, is essential reading for undergraduates, graduates, and researchers in cognitive psychology and could be used as a core textbook on
courses on the psychology of reading and related topics. In addition, the clear writing style makes the book accessible to people without a
background in psychology but who have a personal or professional interest in the process of reading.
This is the first of a two-volume publication which provides an international perspective on how children learn to read. Research studies and
classroom experiences from around the world are reported, highlighting implications for the design implementation and evaluation of
classroom reading programmes. Contributions and evidence is drawn from over 18 countries and, despite the national differences, there are
many common concerns and controversies. From these, three areas are identified: the first is developing an improved understanding of the
nature of children's early reading development; the second is the consideration of the ways in which children's reading can be encouraged;
and finally issues of assessment in the context of accountability are addressed. This volume deals with the first of these concerns.
The central unifying theme of this state-of-the-art contribution to research on literacy is its rethinking and reconceptualization of individual
differences in reading. Previous research, focused on cognitive components of reading, signaled the need for ongoing work to identify
relevant individual differences in reading, to determine the relationship(s) of individual differences to reading development, and to account for
interactions among individual differences. Addressing developments in each of these areas, this volume also describes affective individual
differences, and the environments in which individual differences in reading may emerge, operate, interact, and change. The scant
comprehensive accounting of individual differences in reading is reflected in the nature of reading instruction programs today, the outcomes
that are expected from successful teaching and learning, and the manner in which reading development is assessed. An important
contribution of this volume is to provide prima facie evidence of the benefits of broad conceptualization of the ways in which readers differ.
The Handbook of Individual Differences in Reading moves the field forward by encompassing cognitive, non-cognitive, contextual, and
methodological concerns. Its breadth of coverage serves as both a useful summary of the current state of knowledge and a guide for future
work in this area.
This book describes all of the important factors that cause some students to have low reading achievement and others to have high reading
achievement. It concentrates on the main factors that influence how much a student gains in reading achievement during a year of school, or
a calendar year. An attempt is made to answer the following questions: what can educators do to increase reading achievement, and what is
beyond their influence? The author is directly concerned with achievement associated with normal or typical reading. The focus of the book is
on things teachers can do during an entire school year that are likely to improve the reading level and reading rate of students, which in turn,
will increase their reading achievement. This effort to specify the most important causes of high and low reading achievement represents an
integration of two disciplines of scientific psychology--experimental psychology and psychometrics. A glossary at the end of the book contains
definitions of terms and concepts. Helpful appendices explain rauding theory, the three laws of rauding theory, and the equations that can be
used to predict the accuracy of reading comprehension, provide conversions among units of rauding rate, and list the numbered equations
presented in the book.
The Handbook of Research on Reading Comprehension assembles researchers of reading comprehension, literacy, educational psychology,
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psychology, and neuroscience to document the most recent research on the topic. It summarizes the current body of research on theory,
methods, instruction, and assessment, including coverage of landmark studies. Designed to deepen understanding of how past research can
be applied and has influenced the present and to stimulate new thinking about reading comprehension, the volume is organized around
seven themes: historical perspectives on reading comprehension theoretical perspectives changing views of text elements of reading
comprehension assessing and teaching reading comprehension cultural impact on reading comprehension where to from here? This is an
essential reference volume for the international community of reading researchers, reading psychologists, graduate students, and
professionals working in the area of reading and literacy.
The essential guide to the science behind reading and its practical implications for classroom teaching in primary schools. Teaching children
to read is one of the most important tasks in primary education and classroom practice needs to be underpinned by a secure foundation of
knowledge. Teachers need to know what reading entails, how children learn to read and how it can be taught effectively. This book is an
essential guide for primary teachers that explores the key technical and practical aspects of how children read with strong links to theory and
how to translate this into the classroom. Bite-size chapters offer accessible research-informed ideas across all major key topics including
phonics, comprehension, teaching children with reading difficulties and strategies for the classroom. Key features include: · Discussions of
implications for the classroom · Questions for further professional discussions · Retrieval quizzes · Further reading suggestions · Glossary of
key terms Christopher Such is a primary school teacher and the author of the education blog Primary Colour. He can be found on Twitter via
@Suchmo83.
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